Instructions for Replacement Mirror

**Mirror Replacement** | To replace the convex mirror, first remove the six-M4 bolts, followed by the bezel, then carefully remove the convex mirror. Remove and discard additional piece of foam (if present). Make sure to clean out any debris in the mirror cavity before replacing the mirror. To install new mirror, follow the previous steps in reverse. Tighten bolts incrementally in a diagonal pattern to reduce chance of glass breaking. Torque spec.: 70 in-lbs. Note: Do not overtighten.

**Mirror/Glass Care** | Use caution when cleaning mirror/glass; sand, dirt, and mud are very abrasive. If your mirrors/glass have a high amount of mud or debris on them, it’s best to spray with water first then wipe with soft cloth or towel. Do not use strong or harsh cleaning products which may damage mirror/glass or anodized surfaces.

**CAUTION!** | Lights/Mirrors could be HOT! Use caution if handling shortly after lights have been on for an extended period.